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Richard Nixon builds the Tower of Bable, but is being undermined by the Nostradamus cult. His
daughter is kidnapped by an animated version of Benny "The Jet", but Japan's greatest thief, Lupin
III, saves the day. Goemon defeats the Brazilian soccer team along the way. Lupin must rescue a
young girl from a mysterious doomsday cult, who wants a book of prophecies hidden by the girl's
father. 'Farewell to Nostradamus' is the fifth Lupin film and to me it's one of the best. My second
favourite in fact behind 'The Castle of Cagliostro' (a personal favourite animated film of mine, as a
fan of animation and anime). Also the boldest Lupin film since his first film 'The Secret of Mamo' with
its surprising sexual content and the most entertaining since 'The Castle of Cagliostro'.

There is very little to complain about with 'Farewell to Nostradamus'. Occasionally it's a little rushed,
the slightly too short length plays a part in this somewhat, and the character designs occasionally
lack finesse (though nowhere near as underwhelming as those in 'Gold of Babylon', the weakest of
the Lupin films). Otherwise, 'Farewell to Nostradamus' is great and a must watch for fans of Lupin.

Visually, along with the previous film 'The Fuma Conspiracy', 'Farewell to Nostradamus' is one of the
better looking and more polished Lupin films. It's great here, with the attention to detail in the chase
sequences and backgrounds being particularly impressive. The action is truly exciting with a healthy
dose of both suspense and humour.

Its tense climax is one of the better ones of the films, closer to the great ones of 'The Fuma
Conspiracy' and 'The Castle of Cagliostro' than the weird, underwhelming ones of 'The Secret of
Mamo' and especially 'Gold of Babylon'. The music is an improvement here, being more dynamic and
fitting, not discordant.

Writing is humorous (the humour is especially good, a lot of it being hilarious), thought-provoking
and taut (every bit as successful with the suspense), with a little pathos in the mix. The story is
gripping and a lot happens that ensures that the film is never dull and the tension and fun never
slipping, not feeling over-stuffed either despite the large amount going on, or overly convoluted
despite it being suitably complicated at times.

Characterisation-wise, 'Farewell to Nostradamus' is one of the better Lupin films. Lupin is a fun,
charismatic lead, while the villains are suitably sinister and the supporting characters are more than
up to his level particularly Zenigata and Fujiko. The voice acting is quite good, the dub being much
better than in the previous film.

All in all, terrific. 8.5/10 Bethany Cox Lupin III: Die Nostradamus is a great film. The animation is
crisp, humor at its best and action non-stop. This one is even more risqué compared to other Lupin
films, containing nudity and a high body-count.

The premise of the story is rather straight-forward. Douglas, the heir to a wealthy Georgian-based
clan, is planning to run for the American presidency. Douglas' daughter Julia is kidnapped by a cult
associating themselves with the famous predictor Nostradamus. They seek Douglas to call off his
presidency aspirations and give them his ancient book of Nostradamus' predictions. Meanwhile Lupin
and his gang are looking to save Julia and claim a $50 million prize for the book of Nostradamus also.

This Lupin has a lot going on in it. With various action in Brazil, including the Amazon jungle,
Morocco, Atlanta, Grenada and Executioner's island. Many different action sequences and small but
effective jokes put this over-the-top as on of Lupin's best yet.

If you're big on Lupin, anime or even film in general I'd recommend this. Kick back, relax and enjoy
the ride! 646f9e108c 
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